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Air-Handling Design: 
f\ A Balancing Act 

Engineers must consider testing, 
adjusting and balancing requirements 
when designing air-handling systems 

By RAJ GUPTA 
Environmental Systems Design, Inc. 
Chicago 

A
ir-handling-system testing, 
adjusting and balancing (TAB) 
is essential for ensuring sys

tems meet designer specifications. 
And TAB results must be repeatable 
to ensure s?"stems are both function
al and rehable, according to the 
American Society of Heating, 
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning 
Engineers ( ASHRAE) Fundamen
tals Handbook. Unfortunately, the 
TAB procedure often degenerates 
into a process in which engineers, 
mechanical contractors, fan manufac
turers and TAB contractors blame 
each other for system deficiencies. 

Engineers must consider TAB pro
cedures when designing systems. 
One of the biggest challenges speci
fiers face stems from the difficulty of 

measuring airflow in main ductwork 
and matching fans to system curves. 
Understanding several concel'ts 
helps designers specify air-handling 
systems capable of being properly 
tested, adjusted and balanced. 

Fluid-ft.ow equations 
In order to design a good air sys

tem, engineers must be familiar with 
a couple of fundamental principles of 
fluid mechanics. 

The law. of conservation of mass 
provides a simple equation to mea
su1·e the volumetric flow rate of air in 
a duct. The law states that mass 
within a system remains constant 
with time. 

· 

Consider the duct shown in Figure 
1. The conservation of mass indicates 
that the mass flow rate (m) at point 1 
must equal the mass flow rate at 
point 2. Mass fl.ow rate is the product 
of air density (p) times air velocity 

FIGURE 1-CONSERVATION OF MASS 

Although the above duct changes size, the law of conservation of mass indicates that 
mass flow rate will 1·emain consistent. 
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(V) times duct area (A). Sinee the 
mass flow rate at point 1 equals t.fte 
mass flow rate at point 2: 

and 
pi Vi.41 "'P2 V2A2 

If the airflow is assumed to be 
incompressible: 

p1=p2 

and volumetric flow rate (Q) can be 
calculated as (Equation 1): 

Q•ViA1="2 Az 
Equation 1 is known as the conti

nuity equation. It provides a means 
of deriving air velocity at any point in 
the duct system if velocity is known 
at any other point. 
. For example, in Figure 1, if 

V1=1,000 feet per minute (fpm), A1=2 
square feet, �;::l square foot, then; 

Q (I tJOO jpm )( 2 square feet) · 

Vz A2 - · I square foot ZtJOOfpm 

The continuity equation also pre
dicts volumetric flow rate, measured 
in cubic feet pe1· minute (cfm), will be 
constant in a duct system despite 
changes in its cross-sectional area. 

A second useful equation (Equa
tion 2) desc.ribes the relationship 
between total pressure (TP), veloci
t-y pre sure (V P) and static pres-
sure (SP): � 

TP=VP+SP 
Static pressure, or potential ener

gy of the air, is exerted perpendicu
larly on the duct. Velocity pressure, 
or the air's kinetic energy, is exerted 
in the direction of airflow. 

The first law of thermodynamics 
provides another important equa
tion, proving that energy is con
served in every process and is nei-



ther created nor destroyed. 
Applying this dictum to the 
ductwork shown in Figure 2 
reveals the following rela
tionship (Equation 3): 

TP;. =TF\ +(Tltoss )1_2 
where TP 1 equals total pres
sure at point 1, TP 2 equals 
total pressure at point 2 and 
(TP Los )1_2 equals total pres
sure drop from point 1 to 
point 2. 

Pressure loss between 
points 1 and 2 is caused by 

FIGURE 2-DUCTWORK 
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centrifugal and axial fan 
respectively. The velocity 
pressure at the fan's dis
charge is nonuniform; it takes 
several feet for the air to 
acquire a smooth profile. The 
ASHRAE Fundamentals 
Handbook provides several 
formulas to calculate the dis
tance from the fan where the 
velocity profile will recover to 
100 percent. 

friction and dynamic losses. Although velocity pressure remains constant, duct friction 
Frictional loss"es occur causes total pressure to drryp over distance. 

It is also advisable to take 
several readings in a duct to 
get a more accurate reading 
of the airflow. ASHRAE 
Standard 111 and the ASHRAE 
Fundamentals Handbook rec
ommend traverse-point loca
tions for accurate airflow 
measurements in circular and 
rectangular ductwork. 

throughout the duct system 
and, according to the 
ASHRAE Fundamentals 
Handbook, are "due to fluid 
viscosity and are a result of 
momentum exchange be
tween molecules in laminar 
flow and between particles 
moving at different velocities 
in turbulent flow." These loss
es can be derived from the 
Darcy-Weisbach equation or 
estimated from tables con
tained in the ASHRAE Fun
damentals Handbook. 

FIGURE 3-FAN AIR-VELOCITY PROFILES 

BLASTA'.BE'A 

Fan selection 
The concept of total, static 

and velocity pressures often 
are misapplied when fans are 
selected, and "system-effect" 
factors often are ignored. 
These issues can lead to sev
eral arguments in the field 
between designers, contrac
tors and fan manufacturers. 

Fans are tested according 
100%.EFFECTIVE to American National Stan-

DUCT-1.ENGTH <lards Institute (ANSI)/ ASH-

Dynamic losses result from 
flow disturbances caused by 
fittings that change the air
flow path's direction or area, 
according to the ASHRAE 
Fundamentals Handbook. 
This publication provides 

'---------------------' RAE Standard 51 and ANSI/ 
Fan construction has a strong effect on velocity profiles. American Mechanical Con

tractors Association Stan
dard 210, "Laboratory Methods of 
Testing Fans for Ratings." Some
times designers specify fans based 
on 'total static pressure." This prac
tice leads to confusion because no 
official publications recognizes the 
term. The only term that matters 
when selecting a fan is total pressure. 

tables and equations to estimate the 
contribution of dynamic losses in a 
duct system. 

For this article, Equations 2 and 3 
indicate that total pressure in a duct 
decreases in the direction of airflow, 
while static and velocity pressure 
can rise and fall. The energy level in 
the duct fa given by the total p1;es
sure and losses in the system are 
based on losses in total pressure. 

These concepts and equations pro
vide the foundation for several 
fundamental ideas that must be 
incorporated when designing air sys
tems that can be properly balanced. 

Uniform velocity profile 
The continuity equation indicates 

that a system's air volume can be 
measured if its velocity is known. 
However, an accurate measurement 
is possible only if a smooth velocity 
profile exists within the air stream. If 

the velocity profile is irregular, more 
measurements are required and the 
accuracy will be reduced. 

A number of air-system compo
nents can upset velocity-profile uni
formity, including branch takeoffs, 
elbows, fittings and transitions that 
redirect airflow. W hen air flows 
around an elbow, air on the outside 
radius is deflected around the turn, 
while air on the inside radius follows 
a straight path and bumps into the 
ail- on the outer path. This phenome
na causes air to swirl, distorting the 
profile. Consequently, accurate flow 
readings cannot be made unless the 
measuring device (usually a pitot 
tube) is located several. duct diame
ters downstream and upstream from 

· elbows and other transition pieces. 
Air measurement on the discharge 

of fans also must take afr-velocity 
profile changes into account. Figure· 
3 represents velocity profiles of a 

System designers may confuse 
ductwork static pressure with fan 
static pressure. Duct and fan static 
pressures ar_e not related. As Equa
tion 2 indicates, total pressure in the 
ductwork is the sum of velocity and 
static pressure. Since the continuity 
equation indicates that ail- velocity is 
inversely proportional to the duct's. 
cross-sectional area, velocity pres
sure increases and decreases based 
on ductwork size. Also, because con
servation of energy dictates that 
total pressure remains the same 
(neglecting friction and dynamic 
losses), static pressure will increase 
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AIR-HANDLING DESIGN 

Nonuniform air:fiow into the inlet can reduce fan capacity 

and decrease to offset velocity-pres
sure changes. 

Thus, ductwork static- and veloci
ty-pressure changes largely result 
from the duct's size. The correct 
method to size fans is to calculate the 
sum of the total pressure drop 
through the supply duct and add this 
total to the total pressure drop 
through the return-air ductwork. 

(i)bt,afufug Accurate Measurements 

Changes in the air's velocity and 
static pressure as it goes through the 
supply and return ductwork, is irrel
evant from the viewpoint of the fan 
and its rating. Confusion can result 
when total pressure drop due to 
frictional and dynamic losses occurs 
in a duct" with a constant cross-sec
tional area. In this case, total pres
sure drop equals loss in static 
pressure, because velocity pressure 
remains the same. 

System-effect factors 
Misunderstanding or neglecting 

system-effect factors has led to many 
arguments in the field between 
designers, contractors and fan manu
facturers. System-effect factors 
encountered at the fan's inlet and 
discharge can dramatically affect 
fan performance. To compound the 
problem, system-effect factors are 
difficult to measure in the field. 
However, ASHRAE does supply 
some guidelines on how to in
corporate system-effect factors for 

P 
itot tubes-the most common 
devices for measuring ainflow 

in a duct-become less accurate 
at lower velocities and can be
come unreliable below 800 feet 
per·minute. Designers should 
recognize the limitations of these 
devices in low-pressure duct
work, in which.air velocity can 
appi:oach these levels. 

Similal1ly, designers must be 
careful when sizing variable air
volume (VAV) boxes because.con-

many common types of duct fittings. 
Several factors can reduce fan 

capacity, including: 
• Incoming air spinning at the inlet 
in the opposite direction of the 
fan wheel. 
• Non uniform airflow into the inlet. 
• A restricted air space between the 
fan inlet and the duct wall. 

These factors cause fan-curve 
characteristics to differ from those in 
manufacturer documentation. For 
example, in Figure 4, the fan curve 
from the manufacturer's data inter
sects the system curve at point 1. 
System-effect factors at the fan's 
inlet derate fan performance, creat
ing a new fan curve. The actual inter-

FIGURE 4-POTENTIAL SYSTEM EFFECTS ON FAN CAPACITY 

INLET SYSTE-.EFFECT ISSUES DISCHARGE SYSTEM-EFFECT ISSUES 

System effects on both inlet (left) and discharge (right) sides need to be considered 
when specifying ductwork to ensure accurate testing measurements can be taken. 
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trolling them.is difficult ff inlet 
pressure drops below a minimum 
value. Most VAV boxes are pres
sure-independent, with.thermo
stats regulating their actuators 
to maintain required zone temp
eratures. Also,-dampers are reg
ulated as inlet pressure fluc
tuates because of system-pres
sure changes .. Boxes cannot meet 
minimum air-supply require
ments if their controllers cannot 
make accurate pressure readings. 

section of fan and system curves is at 
point 2, resulting in lower volumetric 
flow rates delivered by the fan. 

As mentioned earlier, the ideal fan 
outlet should extend for several duct 
diameters to allow for a smooth 
velocity profile to develop, and allow 
for the conversion of fan energy from 
velocity pressure to static pressure. 
Unfortunately, the space often does 
not exist to incorporate smooth tran
sitional ductwork, so system-effect 
factors must be taken into account in 
fan-discharge specifications. 

System-effect factors present on 
the fan discharge do not affect pub
lished theoretical fan curves, but 
system curves will shift upward. As 
indicated in Figure 6, the theoretical 
point of operation will be at point 1. 
If system-effect factors are present, 
the system curve moves up and the 
actual point of fan operation will be 
at point 2. 

Designing for TAB success 
System designers play an impor

tant part in the success of TAB 
efforts. First, volumetric fl.ow-rate 
measurement can be improved if 
designers incorporate space in the 
ductwork where a smooth velocity 
profile can develop. Second, design
ers must remember that fans should 
be sized based on total pressure, not 
static pressure. And, finally, design
ers must consider system-effect fac
tors that can distort results deliv
ered by TAB contractors and imply 
that fans are not meeting their pub
lished ratings. 0 


